Use of interaction matrices to formalise the development of conceptual models of contaminant transport in the biosphere and the translation of those conceptual models into mathematical models.
In developing models of the biosphere for use in assessing the impacts on human health and the environment of releases of contaminants from disposal facilities for solid radioactive wastes or from contaminated legacy sites, there is a need to demonstrate that the models adopted are both comprehensive and appropriate to the assessment context. To achieve this end, it is useful to develop a structured approach to conceptual model development and it is here proposed that interaction matrices (IMs) provide a suitable framework. This process can provide a conceptual model expressed in terms of either a single IM or a nested set of IMs. The focus of the work described herein is the development of a transparent approach to translating such a set of IMs into a mathematical model, which is typically expressed as a set of ordinary differential equations complemented by algebraic expressions. Some remarks are also made on appropriate approaches to obtaining numerical solutions of these equations in circumstances where simplifications of the general equations can be justified. Overall, the intent is to provide background and guidance by providing a formal basis for the process in generalised terms.